
Velocities of crevasse cluster inside relict margin
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aln meters per year ±10. Mean 20.5 meters per year. Standard
deviation of the mean = 1.2 meters per year.
b ln meters per year ±14. Mean = 32.7 meters per year. Standard
deviation of the mean = 5.7 meters per year.

stream. This is an intriguing result, which if confirmed, sug-
gests that the configuration of the ice streams has been
altered dramatically in response to environmental change.

We are presently engaged in fieldwork to study the relict mar-
gin area using surface-based ice-penetrating radar to examine
the continuity of internal layers, and geodetic surveying to
measure ice velocities and strain rates.

We wish to acknowledge R. Bindschadler, M. Fahnestock,
1'. Scambos, and P. Vornberger, who gave us invaluable assis-
tance with the images and the software for obtaining veloci -
ties. This work was supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant OPP 93-00165 to St. Olaf College.
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Internal layer folding patterns from radar studies of
ice streams B and C

ROBERT W. JACOBEL and BEN J. GROMMES, Department of Physics, St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota 55057

W
e have continued studies of the folding patterns of inter-
nal layers seen in ground-based radar studies of ice

streams B and C. The echoes from these layers arise from
changes in the dielectric properties of ice due to deposition of
debris on the ice surface. Therefore, the internal layers repre-
sent isochrones that can be analyzed to gain clues about ice
dynamics (Whillans and Johnsen 1983). In earlier studies using
data we collected in collaboration with the U.S. Geological Sur-
vey during the 1987-1988 and 1988-1989 field seasons (Wright
et al. 1990), we found that the folding patterns of internal layers
are not related to bed topography or to areas of high basal
shear stress—"sticky spots" (Jacobel et al. 1993). Instead, we
concluded that the folds are initiated as the ice transits from
the inland ice sheet to fast-streaming flow by some process
that is not yet well understood. Additional evidence placing the
origin of folding well upstream of the point of detection in the
ice streams was our observation of the tilting of axial fold
planes in the flow direction. Assuming that folds form with the
axial fold plane vertical and using the flow law, we calculated
that it would take on the order of several hundred years to pro-
duce the observed tilting, therefore placing the origin of the
folds many kilometers upstream (Jacobel et al. 1993).

Our recent work has focused on the three-dimensional
nature of the fold structures because we have found that there
is also considerable deformation in the direction transverse to
flow, and this deformation needs to be incorporated into an

understanding of ice-stream dynamics. Figure 1 shows two
intersecting radar profiles acquired at the downstream B loca-
tion, one approximately along the flow direction and the
other transverse to it. The same prominent fold in the internal
layers can be seen in both profiles. This can be the case only if
the actual fold structure trends oblique to the flow direction
and the profiles depict a projection of the fold on each axis.

In figure 1, the horizontal scales in each of the projec-
tions are different, and this information has been used to
determine the strike of the fold, which in this case is at
approximately 58 0 to the iceflow direction. Bed topography
on the ice plain at the downstream B location is essentially
flat, and the ice is only marginally grounded on a bed of
deformable till (Blankenship et al. 1988; Rooney 1988). Basal
shear stresses have been determined from an analysis of
strain rates by Bindschadler et al. (1987) and are found to be
very small. Variations in them are thus unlikely to be respon-
sible for producing the large folds we observe.

At the downstream B location, three-dimensional infor-
mation is limited to the region of the two crossing profiles
shown; however, at the upstream C location, we have radar
data from a grid of approximately 5 by 30 kilometers (km),
with 1-km spacing between the profile lines. Echoes from a
prominent internal layer have been identified in nearly all the
profiles at a depth of approximately 725 meters, and figure 2
shows a mesh surface depiction of this isochrone. This map is
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isochrone at the upstream C location. Folds labeled 1 and 2 have
been analyzed at intersecting profiles to confirm their strike and fold
axis orientations.

rr	'W74

X2 Radar Profile
	 Z Radar Profile

Figure 1. Intersecting radar profiles recorded at the downstream B location. The same fold feature in the internal layers can be seen projected in
both profiles enabling a determination of its strike relative to the flow direction.

similar to figure 4 of Jacobel et al. (1993) but has been extend-	the aforementioned high, and the layer depicted shows this
ed to nearly twice the original length with additional data	general trend as well.
along the flow direction in the central 3 km of the grid.	 Superposed on the long wavelength rise are several short-

Bed topography at the upstream C location is complex,	er wavelength fold features labeled in the figure. These folds
and the grid is located over a local high which extends for sev-	can each be identified at the intersection of two radar profiles
eral kilometers in both directions (Retzlaff, Lord, and Bentley	and also traced across the grid from one profile to the next. In
1993). Satellite imagery suggests that the region of the grid is	each case, we have measured the strike of the fold from its
an area of more stagnant ice surrounded by flow bands,	projection on our radar profiles as in the example of figure 1.
though velocities today are less than 13 meters per year	The results are given in the table and agree with the trends
(Whillans and van der Veen 1993). In the area of the grid,	depicted in the mesh surface of figure 2. All three of the folds
bedrock topography rises in the downstream direction toward strike at oblique angles to the flow direction. They bear no

simple relationship to the local bed topography and are clear-
ly not the product of simple longitudinal compressive stress-
es. One possible explanation for fold structures trending at
oblique angles to the flow is that they form when ice transits
from ice sheet flow to the ice streams in a catchment basin

Fold 2	 -	 from a wide range of angles relative to the ultimate ice-stream
-	.	 -	flow direction.
-.	%-	

Although the above mesh depiction and analysis refer to a
-	 single internal layer, we have also analyzed the axial fold planes
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Figure 3. Longitudinal radar profile depicting one section of fold num-
ber 2. Note that the axial fold plane tilts in the upstream direction
against the flow.

of the full thickness of layers which constitute each of these
fold features. In fold 1, the axial fold plane is tilted sharply
downstream at approximately 52 0 to the vertical and slightly
outboard of the grid, similar to what we have reported previ-
ously (Jacobel et al. 1993). In contrast, figure 3 shows a radar
profile along the flow direction in the vicinity of fold 2 where it
can be seen that the axial fold plane is tilted upstream against
the flow at approximately 20° to the vertical. Other depictions
of this fold in adjacent profiles confirm this result; the axial fold
plane tilts against the flow and slightly outboard of the grid.

This result is puzzling because it is difficult to imagine a
mechanism that could create folds with an axial fold plane

tilting against the flow. It is likewise hard to conceive of extru-
sion flow in the ice streams somehow causing the axial fold
plane to tilt upstream after the fold formed with an initial ver-
tical fold plane. Although these "snapshots" of internal layer
deformation provide intriguing clues about ice-stream flow, it
may not be possible to draw firm conclusions about the
processes that create them without more detailed radar stud-
ies from the heads of the ice streams. Our future plans involve
a model study of the fold features and possibly more field-
work in one of the catchment areas to try to understand how
they are produced.

We would like to acknowledge J. Bradley, S. Hodge, B.
Vaughn, and D. Wright of the U.S. Geological Survey for col-
laboration in the fieldwork and B. Uhlhorn for programming
assistance. This work was supported by National Science
Foundation grant OPP 93-00165 to St. Olaf College.
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Preliminary data from western Ross Sea cores—Part of an
investigation of long-term ice-sheet stability

KATHY LIGHT and XIAO JIANG, Institute ofArctic and Alpine Research (INS TAAR) and Department of Geological Sciences,
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309

R
ecent studies of the west antarctic ice sheet and the Ross
Ice Shelf have identified variable iceflow rates, unstable

bed-ice sheet coupling, and the presence of water-saturated
deforming sediments beneath ice stream B (Alley et al. 1989).
This evidence indicates that the west antarctic ice sheet is
likely to be unstable and may have been so during the Late

Quaternary. To address the issue of long-term ice-sheet sta-
bility, research efforts at INSTAAR are focusing on the extent
of west antarctic ice sheet expansion during the last glacial
maximum, subglacial sediments associated with ice advance,
and the timing of ice-sheet retreat. This article discusses
analyses that have been completed on existing cores stored at
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